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ABSTRACT
The investigation examined the printing characteristics of the association
product plate, a continuous tone lithographic process which utilizes a synthetic,
light-sensitive coating variably ink-receptive according to the degree of
exposure it receives. The methodology was designed to determine (1) the
printing range of the plate, (2) the effective sensitivity of the coating to varying
amounts of exposure within this range, and (3) the degree to which adherence
to ideal tone reproduction could be achieved through systematic variation of
exposure.
The plate is not commercially available, therefore it was necessary to
consult patent literature and prior research to obtain details of the coating
composition and plate manufacture. A number of pre-trial tests were conducted
to optimize the manufacturing process and achieve a desirable balance of
coating resiliency and printability.
After optimizing plate manufacture, equal-interval continuous tone gray
scales were printed on a conventional lithographic press to determine the
printing characteristics of the plate. The characteristic curves which were
generated by plotting printed densities against negative densities revealed low
highlight contrast and high midtone and shadow contrast within a relatively
narrow log exposure range of .75-1.10.
Faulty tone reproduction can often be corrected by modifying the contrast
gradients of the film negative(s) used for plate exposure. In halftone lithography,
this procedure selectively alters dot area to achieve desired print reflectance. In
the case of continuous tone processes, tone corrected negatives selectively
modify the ink receptivity of the plate coating.
VIII
In order to test the effects of exposure modulation on the tone
reproduction characteristics of the plate, an optical matrix was sensitometrically
generated from continuous tone panchromatic film. Various film development
techniques were used to alter negative contrast and obtain gray scales with
diverse equal-interval log E increments within the response range of the plate.
The matrix was used for exposing plates of similar manufacture to generate
print data for analysis.
Printed densities obtained from the matrix were used to construct
conventional characteristic curves, as well as response profiles relating printed
density differences to log exposure increments. A mathematical model of the
Jones tone reproduction diagram was used to calculate tone correction factors
in terms of relative log exposure and to reconstruct tone corrected negative
scales. Printed densities obtained from the test matrix were used to gauge the
effect of the corrected scales on tone reproduction. This method, in essence,
emulated the Jones-type approach to tone correction in a single print run,
thereby reducing manufacturing and printing variables.
The data revealed a high degree of success in correcting mid-tone and
shadow reproduction through exposure modification. Although some areas of
non-linear plate response were persistent, these were primarily due to
shortcomings in the methodology rather than plate failure. Optical tone
correction of the low highlight contrast was significantly more problematic.
Given the relatively short printing range of the plate, the required negative
gradient eliminates many original tonal values. Other means physical and/or
chemical are required to lengthen the tonal range and raise highlight contrast




Printed copy is produced by means of three basic types of printing
plates relief, planographic, and intaglio. Relief and intaglio image carriers rely
on surface variations for transporting ink and maintaining non-image areas. In
the former, the image is represented by ink-receptive areas uniformly raised
above the non-printing surface, and in the latter, by ink-carrying cells recessed
below the non-image surface. Most planographic printing plates employed for
offset lithography contain ink-receptive (oleophilic), water-repellent
(hydrophobic) image areas, and water-receptive (hydrophilic), ink-repellent
(oleophobic) non-image areas lying on roughly the same plane. In many
instances the image areas are represented by a thin, uniformly oleophilic
coating which is solubilized upon exposure to light and systematically removed
to expose a hydrophilic base material doubling as the non-image area.
In all of these processes it is necessary to translate continuous tone
images into discrete printing and non-printing areas in order to accommodate
the mechanisms of image formation. The halftone process, as this is known, is
an optical illusion whereby tonal rendition is achieved through periodically
arranged dots varying in area and spaced closer than the resolving power of
the ordinary human eye. This is usually accomplished by utilizing a
mechanically or electronically generated screen pattern to break up the original
image into separate units subsequently representing the individually raised,
depressed, or oleophilic ink-carrying areas.
Although the printing industry as a whole makes almost exclusive use of
halftone reproduction, there have existed throughout the history of
photomechanical reproduction a number of continuous tone printing processes.
Collotype is perhaps the best known of these, and enjoyed a period of
extensive utilization prior to the advent of other techniques which proved more
economical and easier to control. Recent years have seen the rise of
screenless, or random dot lithography, which, like collotype and the association
product plate, is exposed under continuous tone negatives; unlike these other
processes, however, where the light-sensitive coating functions as both the
image and non-image area, the random dot coating must be selectively
removed during processing operations. Screenless lithography thus lies
somewhere between truly continuous tone and halftone processes in terms of
its mechanics of image formation.
Continuous tone processes are functional by means of their light-sensitive
coatings which are capable of selectively receiving varying amounts of ink in
proportion to exposure. Their image forming mechanisms, in other words, are
more compatible with the nature of original continuous tone copy and lean
more toward photographic quality in detail and color reproduction.
The association product process represents an attempt to combine the
advantages of both halftone and continuous tone processes. It was designed to
achieve continuous tone quality utilizing conventional lithographic presses and
materials. The plate itself would require a minimal amount of processing, would
entirely eliminate the usual time and expense involved in screening original
copy, yet would maintain the runlengths expected from conventional halftone
plates.
Practical and experimental work with the association product plate has
revealed a tendency for it to reproduce flat highlights and contrasting shadows
within a narrow plate response range. The short density range of the plate need
not be a major deficiency; collotype has a similarly short printing range yet it is
capable of achieving perhaps the highest pictorial quality of all photomechanical
reproduction processes. Of greater importance is the manner in which tones are
reproduced within this range and the degree to which non-linear plate response
can be modified and controlled.
It has been speculated that the printing deficiencies of the plate
can be
largely attributed to the high contrast sensitizers
employed.1
While this is no
doubt a contributing factor, the process as a whole represents a complex
interaction of physical and chemical variables, any or all of which play a role in
plate performance. As with random dot lithography and collotype, it can be
safely assumed that variable ink film thicknesses are delivered throughout the
range of printed densities; however, unlike collotype, which this process most
closely resembles, there is not a direct transfer of ink from plate to substrate.
Instead, the ink film must be split a second time between the plate and blanket
before it is delivered to the substrate. Studies have indicated that ink films
behave differently according to their relative thicknesses, and that these
differences become more pronounced with thinner layers. It might be reasoned
that the tendency of the plate to produce flat highlights is at least partially due
to an insufficient amount of ink available on the plate for transferring to the
blanket and thence to the substrate. Although the coating may be chemically
registering relative exposure in the highlight areas, the resulting differences in
ink receptivity may be occurring below a minimum thickness necessary for
transferral. If this were the case, a more or less linear coating response, being
thus negated, would print in a non-linear manner.
The high contrast shadow areas indicate that a threshhold of
saturation a point at which the coating obtains its maximum ink
receptivity is reached before sufficient exposure has been received by the
highlight areas to render them sufficiently ink receptive. In either or both
instances, tone corrected films could serve to increase the ink receptivity of the
highlight areas while retarding the saturation threshhold of the shadow areas
through point by point modulation of exposure. The overall effect of this should
systematically raise and lower printing contrast of the plate in the highlight
and
shadow areas respectively.
The present investigation is not directly concerned with the various
physical and/or chemical factors contributing to the printing characteristics
of
the plate; rather, it addresses itself to the possibility of advantageously
modifying these characteristics through exposure, regardless of the actual
mechanisms involved which may influence the outcome of the investigation.
With this in the mind, the methodology of the experiment is primarily designed
to determine the effect of exposure modulation on plate performance.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER I
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CHAPTER II
HALFTONE PROCESSES
Because this thesis is concerned with a continuous tone lithographic printing
plate, all subsequent references to
'conventional'
lithography will specifically
identify the halftone process as it relates to the composition of lithographic
printing plates which are not variably ink selective and which thus depend upon
the halftone dot for rendering tonal gradation. According to this principle:
the halftone achieves a variation in tone primarily by a variation
in dot-area. Considering a single screened tone, however, the
result we see may be obtained in a variety of ways. First, we
can vary the size of the dot and cause a change in the
reflectance of the area, or second, we can vary the thickness of
the ink or concentration of dye in the ink and thus affect a
change in the reflectance of the area. In other words, there are
two fundamental ways of controlling the final results on the
sheet: One, by control of the dot-area. Two, by control of the
reflectance of the dot itself. In practical printing, we try to fix
the reflectance of the dot by standardizing upon a certain
solid-ink-density. This leaves the dot-area as our only variable
with which to affect a reproduction of the original copy.
A great deal of research has been devoted to controlling and optimizing
halftone lithography. Yet, even if we ignore a wide range of dynamic variables
such as dot gain, dot sharpening, slurring variables which are manifest during
the printing process and can be controlled there remain a number of factors
which are inherent in the halftone process and limit the reproductive quality of
conventional lithography when compared to continuous tone processes.
Resolution
the eye is an optical instrument, and it is subject to
imperfections, . Amongst the defects is one that is to us of
considerable moment, viz. a lack of 'resolving
power.'
If we
consider a series of black lines of perfect construction
separated by white spaces, the lines and spaces becoming
smaller and smaller in width, eventually a stage will be reached
when the eye will be unable to differentiate between the lines
and spaces; . . the two will apparently merge, and they will
then produce a shade of grey.
The choice of screen ruling in halftone reproduction is essentially a
compromise between the resolving characteristics of the human eye, which
determine the visually acceptable coarseness of the halftone screen, and the
photomechanical limitations of the printing process, which dictates the
physically acceptable fineness of the screen. Two fundamental variables which
effect halftone reproduction dot area and solid ink density are interactive,
and exert a limiting influence on one another. With increasingly finer screen
rulings the halftone pattern becomes less noticeable; more pictorial information
is relayed, improving sharpness of detail. However, for practical purposes,
screen rulings above 150 lines-per-inch are not often used; finer rulings make
highlights difficult to control, manual correction of tone reproduction is more
difficult to achieve, and the spaces between dots begin to fill in more readily.
Similar effects occur if the screen ruling is kept constant and the solid ink
density is increased.
'
In general, 150-line screens reproduce high contrast objects containing
regular outlines as well as finer screens; in these cases the observer tends to
instinctively complete the missing information. However, for the reproduction of
finer detailed objects with no precise contours and low contrast, finer rulings
are required: "[f]or the reproduction of very fine detail near the limit of
resolution of the human eye, a 266-line screen is required. Still finer screens do
not bring about a further improvement, whereas a coarser screen does not
render fine detail satisfactorily in all the
cases."7
A recent survey of the printing industry has verified that the 150-line
o
screen is the most commonly used ruling. As we have seen, this would have
to be nearly doubled to yield optimum reproduction of detail. For applications
requiring rendention beyond the limits of resolution of the human
eye, such as aerial photography, scientific, medical, and artistic reproductions,
finer rulings would be required.
The adverse effects which the halftone screen exerts on conventional
lithographic reproduction can by summarized by noting that any procedure
which superimposes a regular pattern on an original image can only do so by
removing elements, and thus can only represent it with less pictorial
information. There will always occur a point at which the pattern itself visibly
displaces the original image.
Moire




When printing halftones, moire patterns appear when two or
more periodic structures of nearly the same frequency are superimposed.
They are most obvious in color reproduction, where interference between the
halftone dot pattern of the individual printers, or between the halftone structure
and a periodic pattern in the original image, gives rise to patches of slightly
differing colors, arranged at regular intervals.
1
The hazy, cloudy, or textured
appearance which moire patterns impart to halftone color reproductions relates
the term to its original definition.
It would seem that the simplest way to avoid moire patterns would be to
screen each printer at the same
45*
angle used in single-color printing; the
halftone screen pattern is less noticeable when the dots are aligned horizontally
or vertically, and no interference pattern should occur. However, more
objectionable color shifts result from minute variations in registration affecting
the relative locations of the individual dots. "With dots on top of each other, a
much lighter tone would be produced, because there would be a much larger
area of unprinted white
paper."13,14
It is therefore necessary to screen each
printer at a different angle, determined by those combinations which produce
the least noticeable degree of
moire.15
Other techniques used to help
counteract the adverse effects of moire patterns include the use of a finer, or
an irregular grain screen for one of the
printers.16
Despite the precautions taken to alleviate moire patterns in halftone color
printing, it is an unavoidable consequence of superimposed patterns; it is
always present, and always visible in uniform areas of 150-line reproductions.
The problem is compounded by its transient and unpredictable nature, for slight




The fact that moire patterns are also dependent upon the
relative overlapping of absorption bands of process
inks19
causes them not
only to vary within a single reproduction, depending upon the color of a given
20 0 1
area, but also to disrupt gray-balance reproduction and measurement.
Finally, and most fundamentally, moire causes the halftone pattern to interfere
in an exaggerated manner; whereas a 200-line screen might be relatively
unobtrusive for black and white reproductions, its ability to render detail in
color will be impaired through the interference and displacement of the original
00
image by the rosette patterns. The situation becomes not one of resolving
the individual dots of the halftone screen, but of resolving much larger units
resulting from the interaction between multiple screens.
Color Reproduction
Process color printing primarily consists of lighter tones and overlapping
colors. The effects of ink film thickness and dot area on the optical
properties of multiple layers of printing inks are largely responsible for a
number of advantages which continuous tone, and, to a lesser extent, intaglio
processes have over halftone lithography in the reproduction of color. These
advantages are illustrated by two phenomena known as the additivity and
proportionality rules, which state that "the ratio of the densities of a coloring
10
material, measured through two color filters, should be independent of
concentration, and the density of two superimposed coloring materials should
be equal to the sums of their individual
densities."24
Although these rules are
valid for continuous tone transmission processes, they do not hold true for
either halftone or continuous tone reflection
prints.25
However, in terms of
proportionality failure in particular, the effect is more extreme for halftone
prints, due largely to the light-reflecting properties of the halftone pattern:
By far the most important cause of proportionality failure is the
halftone pattern. This can be predicted from the Murray-Davies
equation, preferably arranged as follows:
D = -log[1 - a(1 - 10"Ds)]
where D is the density of the halftone tint, Ds is the density of the
solid, and a is the dot area. 10 is the reflectance of the solid.
. . . The density ratios are highest in the pale colors, showing
that these are the dirtiest. it seriously limits the cleanness of
light tones and lowers the gamut of colors which can be
reproduced, ... It makes it particularly difficult to reproduce the
light tints of paintings made with transparent watercolors and is
the chief reason why the colors of halftone renroductions are
inferior to those of continuous-tone originals.
The manner in which ink film thickness influences halftone color
reproductions is more readily assessed when it is considered that lighter tones
of printing inks are produced in two different manners: through thinner layers of
inks which almost completely cover the paper surface, such as employed by
intaglio and continuous tone processes, or through variable areas of equal
thickness such as employed by halftone lithography. In this way, progressively
thinner layers of gravure inks produce increasingly improved hue and purity of
01
color, whereas lighter halftone tints show no similar effect. Likewise,
continuous tone processes, which exhibit variable ink selectivity and deliver
OR
thinner printing layers to lighter tones, will invariably produce purer light
colors.
When the reflection densities of an ink combination are plotted against
the density of the added component, a series of curves converging to a point is
11
obtained; the additivity rule predicts that these curves should appear as
45
lines. Many of the same factors which influence the addition of halftone
densities also contribute to additivity failure in solid and continuous tone prints;
however, the influence of the halftone pattern causes additivity failure to
behave in a different manner. This becomes significant when it is considered
that the masking equations used for color correction are theoretically based on
continuous tone systems, and it can account for numerous unquantified
assertions that continuous tone processes are better able to achieve
near-perfect color correction:
The halftone process as a reflection print has unique differences
from a continuous-tone reflection medium, and therefore requires
different masking characteristics. For example, while a highlight
mask improves the highlight contrast without adversely affecting
color correction in a continuous-tone print, it is not as ideally
suited to the halftone process. Highlight contrast will be
improved only at the_expense of color correction and saturation
in the highlight tints.
u
Summary
The preceding considerations are by no means an exhaustive account of the
advantages continuous tone processes have over halftone reproduction.
Mention has not been made, for instance, of the optical effects of the halftone
pattern on density; light incident on a halftone pattern may be either reflected
or absorbed by the paper, and some of the light which enters the paper may or
31
may not emerge through a halftone dot. This increases the light absorption of
the pattern as well as contributing to the previously described disadvantages
associated with halftone color reproduction. Neither have the
"jumps"
in tone
which occur in the extreme highlights and shadows, and where the dots join
qo
up been mentioned; primarily because a chain-dot pattern greatly minimizes
the effect, but also because it should follow from the discussion on resolution
and information content that tone reproduction will be impaired by the halftone
12
pattern without recourse to all particulars. Still other considerations, such as
the time and expense involved in the halftone screening process are obvious. It
is hoped however that the factors singled out cover the primary disadvantages
inherent and most pronounced in the halftone process. Until a continuous tone
system is developed which proves as economical and reliable as the halftone
process, these problems will remain; however, their presence should prove
justification enough to warrant examination and improvement of available
continuous tone methods.
13
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In halftone lithography, the translation of original continuous tone images into
individual units representing printing and non-printing areas on the plate is
achieved in an intermediate camera stage; the high-contrast plate coating is
intended only to register equally ink-receptive areas determined by the halftone
pattern on film. Continuous tone systems, on the other hand, respond to
different degrees of exposure in manners which alter their ink-receptivity to
some corresponding degree. The camera stage of these processes serves
primarily to transfer the original image to an appropriate medium for exposing
the plate; although it might be necessary to alter the tonal range and/or
gradation of the negative(s), this is done only for the purpose of producing, as
closely as possible, a facsimile copy of the original continuous tone image
within the printable density range of the image carrier. These processes can be
conveniently grouped into two categories according to their image-forming
mechanisms: double-phase processes, as represented by screenless or random
dot lithography, and single-phase processes, as represented by collotype and
the association product process.
Double-Phase Processes
Screenless Lithography
Lithographic plates which incorporate two distinctly different materials for
maintaining printing and non-printing areas are referred to as double-phase
processes. Usually a light-sensitive oleophilic coating is applied to a hydrophilic
base material. In negative-working systems of this kind, exposure to light
changes the coating from a soluble to an insoluble state, and subsequent
16
processing operations remove the unexposed coating from non-printing
areas.
Exposure affects the coating of positive-working plates in the opposite manner,
changing it from an insoluable to a soluble state. Although such processes
might by their very nature appear incompatible with continuous tone printing,
this is not necessarily the case provided the removal of the coating can be
variably affected. The screenless, or random dot process employs such an
image-forming mechanism.
Dichromated-colloid systems, which largely preceded the development of
pre-sensitized lithographic plates, exhibit a number of problems associated with
low light sensitivity, poor shelf life, and variable sensitivity dependent upon age
and atmospheric conditions. The impetus to eliminate these and other
difficulties spurred a great deal of research using organic diazo compounds as
substitutes for dichromates. This resulted in the introduction into the U.S. in the
1950's of the first pre-sensitized plates based on diazo materials.
In 1966 Milton Ruderman was issued a patent for a positive-working
pre-sensitized printing plate with a water insoluable diazo coating which, after
exposure to light "under a gradated continuous tone master pattern without the





and thus transferred a printed image of
"continuously graduated tonal values [varying] in direct relationship to the tonal
values of the master
pattern."
Ruderman was not the first to use a
positive-working diazo coating for printing continous tone images; sporadic
testing had been carried out by the Army Map Service, the Graphic Arts
Technical Foundation, and various commercial plants. However, subsequent
improvements in coating formulations and developer chemistry eliminated a
number of problems originally encountered in continous tone applications,
making the process more feasible for commercial use.
The continuous tone effect is caused by the ability of the plate to produce
17
variable-area ink-receptive spots "due to the point by point sensitivity
distribution across the surface of the printing plate. This sensitivity distribution
is in turn due to the coating thickness distribution formed by the peak and
valley topography of the grained
plate."6
Similarities in method and effect
between this process and halftone lithography should be noted: both processes
achieve tonal gradation by area distribution of ink-receptive spots, and both
maintain non-printing areas through the removal of the plate coating. Unlike
halftone lithography, however, the random dot process produces irregularly
shaped ink-receptive areas which are randomly distributed and vary in ink film
thickness.
In negative-working systems of this type, the effect of the supporting
topography that is, the grain of the plateon the distribution of the
ink-receptive coating after exposure and processing can best be conceptualized
by comparing the photo-insolubilization of coatings on grained and non-grained
surfaces. Coatings on smooth surfaces show a sharp demarcation between
completely soluble and insoluble areas, whereas coatings on grained surfaces
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Figure 1. Negative-working random dot process: photo-insplubilization
(a) on a grained suface, (b) on a smooth surface.
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contain intermediate areas of partially distributed material which effectively
serve to produce a series of tonal gradations. As shown in Figure 1, the amount
of insolubilized material retained on the grain peaks determines the tonal values
of the resulting print, and only that insolubilized material in direct contact with
the plate surface is retained. The necessity for the coating to be anchored to
the support implies that the effective sensitivity will vary with coating thickness:
A short exposure will anchor coating where it is thinnest; at the
peaks of the grain. As exposure is increased the anchoring
process can take place at deeper and deeper coating thicknesses.
And since the coating thickness increases gradually in all
directions away from each of the peaks, the ink receptive spots
must grow radially from each of the peaks. The limit is reached
when neighboring areas grow together to form a solid ink
receptive area.
In positive-working random dot systems, exposure causes solubilization to
proceed from the surface down, reaching a limit when the coating in the valleys
of the grain has been affected and can be removed from the support through
plate processing. If the coating is visualized as a series of inverted cones
determined by the peaks and valleys of the supporting grain, "increasing
exposure is analogous to continuously shaving off the bases of these cones
leaving smaller and smaller ink receptive areas. Since the coating is first
destroyed at the peaks where it is thinnest a positive-working plate would
print the lighter tones from the valleys of the plate
grain."
The image-forming mechanism of random dot lithography gives rise to a
number of critical variables, primary of which are plate exposure, coating
thickness, and the surface structure of the supporting plate grain. Exposure
tolerances are by necessity extremely narrow. An under-exposed
positive-working plate will produce background toning, for ink-receptive areas
in the valleys of the grain will remain insoluble and thus will print in non-image
areas; an under-exposed negative-working plate will lose shadow detail, for
those areas not firmly anchored to the support will be undercut by the
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unaffected soluble coating and removed during processing.
Although coating thicknesses which exceed the plate grain can be
compensated for by adjusting exposure times, these can only be determined by
printing a series of trial exposures. Thicknesses which only partially fill the
grain, however, cause a "gradual and increasing loss of highlight
tones."
The generally inconsistent printing characteristics and high contrast of
screenless plates can be largely attributed to the grain structure of the plates.
Since the coating distribution will vary with the geometry of the grain, different
grain profiles will produce different tonal characteristics. The situation is further
complicated by the fact that random dot lithography was developed with plates
grained for halftone processes, which restricts the tonal ranges printed from
continuous tone
films.12
These problems are by and large inherent in a two-phase process; light
decomposition products of an oleophilic coating must be systematically
removed, and this necessitates an external structure in this case, the plate
grain for controlling their removal. The principle of the plate grain, in other
words, is the same as a half-tone screen.
Single-Phase Processes
Processes in which the coating material bears both the printing and
non-printing areas are referred to as single-phase. Unlike negative-working
double-phase processes, in which a uniformly oleophilic coating is either
systematically or randomly removed during processing operations, intermediate
states of ink-receptivity are produced by different degrees of exposure, and the
entire coating remains intact on the plate surface. These processes are thus by
their nature more suitable for continuous tone reproduction.
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Collotype
Early in the nineteenth century it was discovered that water soluble chromates
and dichromates could be mixed with certain organic colloids, such as gelatin,
to produce films which are variably affected by light. In 1855 Alphonse
Pointevin the inventor of carbon printing and of the first method of
photolithography introduced a printing process based on the hardening and
reticulation of dichromated gelatin in the presence of light passed through a
continuous tone film. The gelatin hardens in direct proportion to the amount of
light it receives, and, according to the degree of hardening, "the exposed parts
accept different quantities of ink, and the unexposed portion, by being kept
moist with water and glycerin, repel the
ink."
The process was further refined
by others, including Joseph Albert, who introduced the first cylinder presses for
high-speed printing. Collotype, as it is presently known, has been variously
referred to as Albertype, lichtdruck, phototype, artotype, phototint, heliotint,
photogelatin, hydrotype, and ink photo. It was widely employed for fine and
commercial printing until the introduction of halftone etching, rotogravure, and
finally offset lithography displaced it by offering longer run lengths with less
printing variability. Although superior in the quality of its tone, detail, and color
rendition, collotype presently remains a relatively obscure process practiced
on an limited scale by artists and a small number of commercial
establishments.
The collotype process depends on the ability of gelatin to become
insolubilized and hardened by ultraviolet
radiation.10
When subjected to the
action of a wetting solution, the relative degree of hardening controls the
distribution of ink across the coating surface and facilitates reticulation of the
gelatin layer. 'The immediate cause of reticulation is . . the production of
restricted tangential dilation which is partially arrested by adhesional forces to
the support, followed by the setting up of non-uniform strains in the
layer."17
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The non-uniform strains arise from areas which have become totally or partially
hardened by light, and are thus resistent to the swelling induced by absorption
of the wetting solution; the unhardened gelatin, on the other hand, is free to
swell in a direction perpendicular to the support. The ability of a collotype plate
to print continuous tones thus stems from the fact that the coating accepts
moisture in a manner inversely proportional to exposure, and ink in a manner
directly proportional to exposure.
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Figure 2. reticulated gelatin layer and effect of exposure on ink-receptivity.
Figure 2 illustrates the peak and valley topography of the reticulated
gelatin layer and the effect of increased exposure on the ink-receptivity of the
printing matrice. The thin network of lines, which represents highlight areas of
the reproduction, corresponds to the hardened, ink-receptive valleys shown on
the left; as exposure increases, both the swelling and the permeability of the
gelatin become further inhibited so that in the deep shadow portions of the
matrice, tiny islands of moist gelatin remain in the centers of the hardened,
ink-receptive areas.
Preparatory operations introduce many variables which can affect the
printing characteristics of a finished collotype plate. Not only will different
grades of gelatin influence plate performance, but "gelatin is a natural product
and it can be expected that there will be certain chemical variability . . .




Other variables include the thickness of the sensitized coating,
the time and temperature used for drying the coating, and the composition and
application of the wetting solution necessary for swelling the gelatin and
maintaining the proper ink and water
balance.20
Printing with a collotype plate requires that precautions be taken to
maintain the necessary moisture reservoir in the gelatin layer, because moisture
is continually lost through evaporation and absorption into the paper. Coatings
from the stock may also transfer to the gelatin and cause plates to scum. For
these reasons special papers and inks are usually used in conjunction with local
o i
treatment of the plate. These factors introduce a degree of printing variability
both during and between runs, which rarely exceed 10,000 prints. The main
cause of short durability and instability of printing is due to the abrasive action
of the paper on the plate coating and the continual remoistening of the coating
which "leads to heavy swelling of the gelatin layer in highlights [causing] faulty
tone
rendering.2
In addition to the problems inherent in the weakness and variability of
photosensitive gelatin, the critical task of platemaking, and the delicate reservoir
of moisture which must be maintained during printing, are the previously
discussed failings associated with dichromates. Thus, despite its high potential
quality, collotype is by far the least understood, and the most difficult
photomechanical process to control.
The strengths of a single-phase process should be kept in mind. It seems
far more advantageous, from both a practical and a theoretical standpoint, for
continuous tones to be recorded and reproduced without the aid of an
intervening physical structure, such as plate grain. The final process to be
discussed, and with which this thesis is concerned, represents an attempt to
employ a single-phase mechanism which eliminates the critical variables




Association product is a negative-working process which uses photosensitive
resin compositions for reproducing continuous tones in a manner similar to
collotype; unlike photosensitive gelatin, these compositions are durable, and do
not require special inks, papers, or wetting solutions beyond those normally
employed on conventional lithographic presses. The primary components of the
plate coating are "(1) the association product of a normally solid, water soluble
ethylene oxide polymer and a phenolic resin formed by the condensation of a
phenolic compound and an aldehyde, [and] (2) an organic, non-oxiding
photosensitizing agent which when acted upon by light energy at ambient
temperatures yields free radicals capable of reaction with said
association"
(col. 2, II. 44-51).
Ethylene Oxide Component
"According to classical definition, a polymer is a large molecule built up
by linear or branch repetition of small units, called
monomers."
The ethylene
oxide component of the association product coating composition refers to
polymers possessing the repeating unit (CH2 CH2O ), as represented by the
class of commercial
Polyox*
resins. Although the term includes water soluble
ethylene oxide polymer resins in which the predominant monomer is ethylene
oxide, it may also refer to resins containing polymerized residues of other olefin
oxides with other co-polymerized monomers containing single epoxide groups.
In the context of the present application, however, poly-(ethylene oxide)
homo-polymer is preferred and will be representative of these resins (col. 2,
II. 53-72). This material is hydrophilic, water soluble, flexible, thermoplastic, heat
degradable, and readily oxided.
"Polyox"
is a trademark of the Union Carbide Corporation.
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Phenolic Resin Component
The phenolic resin component of the coating composition is the heat
fusible condensation product of a phenol and an aldehyde under alkaline
conditions; such resins, referred to as resoles, possess the repeating unit
(
CH2OH).*
The most suitable resole resins are those which are readily
soluble in conventional organic solvents, and are sufficiently fusible to permit
admixture and association with the ethylene oxide component (cols. 3-4,
passim). These resins are hydrophobic, water insoluble, brittle, thermoset, and
heat resistant.
6
Ethylene Oxide-Phenolic Resin Association Product
An association product is a combination of materials which interact
through physical forces rather than chemical bonding to form substances which
often possess properties peculiar to the combination. In the case of polymeric
association, intermolecular forces may occur at some point on the polymer
chain. Ethylene oxide and phenolic resins react extensively in such a manner
through hydrogen bonding between the relatively electro-negative ether oxygen
and the relatively acidic hydrogen of the phenolic resin. This complexing
interaction may be represented as follows:
The condensation products of a phenol and an aldehyde under acidic
conditions are referred to as novolak resins; although novolaks may be
used in the association product coating, resoles result in sharper prints
and longer run lengths, and are thus preferred as the phenolic resin
component (col. 4, II. 1-50 passim).
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The association of these two components forms a tough, hydrophilic, water
insoluble material when coated onto a substrate. When appropriate
photosensitive additives are combined with the association product either
through admixture or surface coating the material is transformed from a
hydrophilic to oleophilic state dependent upon the amount of exposure received.
Image Formation
An initiator can be either a monomer molecule that has received
enough energy to combine with another molecule or, in most
instances, a different molecule, one more easily activated than
the monomer, is added. The activation takes place through the
absorption of energy, accompanied by the formation of
short-lived intermediates. These intermediates have An odd
number of electrons and are known as free radicals.
The photosensitive component of the association product coating is selected
from organic, non-oxiding sensitizers which, under the influence of light energy,
yield free radicals capable of reacting with the phenolic resin component.
Suitable sensitizers include bromoform, iodoform, diazo, diazonium, and axide
compounds (col. 4, II. 60-73). Reaction with free radicals tends to increase the
molecular weight of the phenolic resin; the
"advanced"
or high molecular weight
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phenolic derivatives thus produced "causes the water receptivity of the . .
coating to decline in proportion to the radicals produced, which is in turn
proportional to the intensity of light received by the particular portion of the
coating during
exposure"
(col 9, II. 6-17). In this manner the coating accepts
water in an amount inversely proportional to exposure, and ink in an amount
directly proportional to exposure. Areas receiving no exposure retain the
complete hydrophilicity of the unaffected coating and thus completely repel the
ink; areas receiving sufficient exposure to render them completely hydrophobic
accept the maximum amount of ink; and areas receiving intermediate amounts
of exposure absorb intermediate amounts of water and thus accept intermediate
amounts of ink (col. 7, II. 40-60). This enables the plate to print continuous
tones. It has the additional advantages of being water-developed and capable of
oq
performing run lengths comparable to most pre-sensitized lithographic plates.
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Most research devoted to the association product process has dealt with the
influence of chemical and physical variables on the printing characteristics of
the plate. In only one instance has attention been given to the preparation of
tone corrected films, and the findings of this unpublished
work1
were largely
undocumented and presented in a general manner. Some of the research which
has been conducted with random dot plates is pertinent in the area of film
preparation designed to counteract similarly high print contrast.
Chemical and Physical Variables
The influences of plate grain structure and the concentration of sensitizer
utilized in the coating formulation on the printing characteristics of the
association product plate were studied by Stephen E. Martin. His findings
generally agree with the patent literature regarding the most desirable
percentage of sensitizer. He concludes that finer, more regular grains, unlike the
case of random dot plates, produce less printing contrast. Since the association
product coating serves as both the printing and non-printing area of the plate,
the influence of plate grain structure on the printing characteristics is not as
clear as with random dot lithography, where the grain directly affects the
sensitivity distribution of the coating. Most of the common brush and bail
grained plates presently available do not provide sufficient anchoring for the
association product coating; for this reason a prime coating is usually applied
and baked onto the support prior to applying the primary, sensitized
composition. Insofar as this procedure will be followed for the present
investigation, plate grain should not exert any appreciable influence on plate
performance.
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The selective emulsification of ink by the association product plate was
studied by Charles E.
Martin.3
Although the specific variables he examined are
not directly related to the present investigation, one finding should be noted.
The angle formed at the intersection of a line drawn tangent to a liquid drop
and its support can be used as reliable measurement of surface hydrophilicity.
Contact angle measurements taken of water on the surface of the association
product plate after exposure through a continuous tone step tablet generally
indicated a higher degree of coating sensitivity to exposure than would be
inferred from examining the characteristic curve of the print. This lends more
credibility to the idea that exposure could be manipulated to lower the printing
contrast by bringing the printing characteristics more in line with the actual
sensitivity of the coating.
Ming-Hwa Wang examined the influence of baking time and relative
coating thickness on the printing contrast of the plate. According to his
findings, longer baking time produces higher printing contrast and less
background toning, whereas thinner coatings result in lower printing contrast
and result in less background toning. These findings are difficult to relate to the
present study, but will serve as a reminder that process variables associated
with formulating and applying the composition should be kept as constant as
possible. The preferred baking times and viscosity of the coating composition
were used as starting points for optimizing plate manufacture in pre-trial tests.
The influences of the concentration of the coating components on plate
performance can be found in the patent literature. As stated previously, the
present investigation is not directly concerned with these variables, though they
will be indirectly acknowledged by following all of the recommended
procedures in preparing the plates.
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Negative Requirements
The negative requirements for random dot plates have been studied by a
number of researchers. Among them, F. Uhlig, utilizing the well-known
Goldberg-Jones diagram for determining ideal film characteristics, concluded
that "the preparation of exactly such a continuous tone positive is impossible
by conventional photographic methods."6 Likewise, Milton Ruderman, in pointing
out similar difficulties, states that "two complete and unrelated sensitometric
curves must be faced. A silver halide's characteristic curve has to be modified
to match the average diazo requirements. The familiar toe and shoulder
portions of the film have to change to an inverted
'S'
curve. He further points
out that the use of separate highlight and shadow masks for achieving these
film requirements by conventional photographic methods introduces new
variables, such as "the possibility of a mask being made either too strong, or
not strong enough. . . . truly accurate reproduction requires that the masks be
made to exact end densities of +.02.
"8
Zenon Elyjiw also notes that the characteristic curve of silver halide
materials can compound the distortion of tonal values in screenless lithography.
In an effort to eliminate masking variability, he attempted to produce single
films with the required gradient characteristics from a "special photographic
material coated with two emulsions. The speed and contrast of these emulsions
is adjusted to give a considerable increase in highlight contrast . . the degree
of contrast can thus be controlled in the highlight by using color
filters."9
Although some photographic emulsions are subject to a greater degree of tone
variation through the Hershel Effect, and significant improvement was noted
in this case, the results fell short of the actual film requirements.
These findings illustrate the difficulties which conventional photographic
techniques present to the researcher attempting to match two distinctly
different characteristic curves. For these and other reasons related to
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manufacture and print variability, the present investigation has utilized
sensitometrically controlled film negatives to study the effects of exposure on
the printing characteristics of the association product plate.
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The investigation will address the following three hypotheses:
1. The photosensitive association product coating is capable of
linearly reproducing a corresponding printed density for each
input tonal gradation within its range of effective sensitivity.
2. The printing response of the photosensitive association product
coating can be selectively modified by controlling the relative
degrees of exposure within its range of effective sensitivity.
3. Adherence to an ideal reproduction of all input gradations can be
achieved through pre-determined, selective modification of






Before the test matrix could be prepared it was necessary to optimize the
coating formulation and application, and then determine the required negative
range and exposure times. The basic coating formulation was obtained both
from patent literature and previous studies and then modified to achieve a
desirable balance of coating resisliency, tonal range and printability.
The primary coating constituents were .6-1.8 parts polyethylene oxide
polymer (Polyox WSR301) per part by weight of solid resole phenolic resin
(BRN2110) dissolved in an organic solvent of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).
These ingredients were mixed with a heavy-duty industrial grade blender.
Mixing times were carefully monitored and checked against viscosity readings
taken with a Brookfield Rotational Viscometer. Viscosity was altered by
increasing or decreasing the amount of solvent, with a reading of 90 cps judged
best on the basis of several trials utilizing higher (160 cps) and lower (45 cps)
readings. An initial prime coating of 1% phenoic resin per part by weight of
DMF was whirled-coated and baked onto the aluminum base material to assure
uniform coverage and adhesion of the primary coating. The plates were
sensitized by surface-coating a .75% solution of p-diazodiethylaniline dissolved
in acetone. (Refer to Appendix A for manufacturing details of test plates.)
Coating Application
A number of different methods were tested to determine the best procedures
for applying uniform prime and main coatings. Pre-wetting the aluminum base
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material with solvent before applying the prime coating invariably resulted in
more uniform surface coverage. After the main coating was applied, the plate
was allowed to continue whirling until the surface had visibly dried in order to
eliminate mottled coverage which resulted when a still-wet plate was placed in
the convection drying oven for baking; presumably this procedure counteracted
the action of the circulating air on the coating surface. The pre-drying process
could be safely facilitated by applying moderate heat from the whirler coater's
heating coil. Filtering both the prime and main coatings effectively eliminated
background toning caused by the presence of either undissolved resin, or resin
particles precipitated out of the coating solution.
Exposure and Printing
A number of trial exposures of an equal-interval continuous tone gray scale
were taken utilizing a Nu-arc flip-top vacuum exposure unit with carbon-arc
light source. Although there was variability in plate response, an exposure time
of 8 units was selected which exhibited reasonable consistency throughout
subsequent trials. This exposure time placed the highlight at a density value of
.30 on the negative. The density range of the test matrix was extended beyond
the sensitivity range of the plate to allow for variations in plate response.
Printing tests were performed on a small duplicator offset press (ATF
Chief) using standard lithographic ink and uncoated stock. Following the
recommendation of previous studies, an alcohol and water fountain solution,
consisting of 1.5 oz. of 14 Be gum arabic, 6 drops phosphoric acid, 32 oz. of
isopropyl alochol, and water to make 2 gallons, was used. All printing runs were
carried out with the assistance of a skilled and knowledgeable offset press
operator.
Press variability was the greatest source of inconsistency throughout the
experiment. The plate coating proved to be extremely sensitive to ink and
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water balance. Slight under-dampening resulted in severe background toning,
while over-dampening drastically affecting the ability of the plate to accept ink.
An added problem was the inherent difficulty in achieving consistent control in
metering the amount of fountain solution on a press of this type.
Startup times for the plates varied significantly, and depended primarily
upon achieving the proper balance of ink and water. Plates which were slow to
stabilize were manually pre-inked and then cleaned, following the technique of
a previous study (Berkowitz). Line and halftone images showed much greater
latitude to printing conditions than did continuous tone images.
Plate wear was not a problem when the manufacturing steps outlined
above were carefully followed. Some wear was evident at the bend in the lead
edge of the plate, but this was well out of the image area and created no
problem. In contrast to claims found in other literature, the coating was
extremely sensitive to polar solvents, which caused immediate and drastic
release of the coating from the support material. Detergent-based solvents
were subsequently used, and extreme caution taken to keep polar contaminants
out of the fountain solution.
Negative Requirements
Under optimal press conditions, the plate responded to an input density range
of .9-1.10; under average conditions, this range was between .75-.90. Pre-trial
tests revealed consistently low highlight contrast and consistently high shadow
contrast, with an severe increase in contrast often occurring roughly midway
through the printed scale.
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Film Preparation
The film chosen for constructing the optical matrix was Kodak Technical Pan
Film 2415, a fine-grained black and white panchromatic film capable of a wide
range of contrast depending upon development. The film was exposed with a
Kodak Process Control Sensitometer which utilizes a tungsten light souce and
motor driven shutter in conjunction with a variety of optical wedges. Exposed
film was developed following standard darkroom techniques. A number of
different developing solutions were used at varying temperatures and
developing times to achieve a series of equal-interval continuous tone scales
with log E increments ranging from .078 to 2.75. (See Appendix B for exposure
and development data.) Table 1 presents the negative densities of the scales
used to construct the test matrix.
The scales were arranged in parallel fashion across the plate, oriented in
the direction of the sheet movement through the press. Two RIT symmetrical
scales were also included to help monitor printing.
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Table 1. Transmission densities of the test matrix.
1 2 3 4 5 6
STEP #
1
.38 .38 .45 .41 .30 .44
2
.46 .49 .60 .61 .60 .82
3
.54 .58 .75 .83 .90 1.26
4
.62 .68 .90 1.04 1.20 1.68
5
.70 .78 1.05 1.23 1.48
6 .78 .88 1.18 1.44 1.78
7
.86 .98 1.36 1.65
8 .94 1.08 1.52
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Six plates with moderately varying coating composition and manufacturing
techniques within the parameters established in the pre-trial tests were
exposed under the test matrix and printed. Approximately 100 copies were
made from each plate after printing had stabilized. From these prints five
samples were taken (every 20th sheet) for evaluation. Data from two of the
groups was excluded from analysis due to inconsistent results. The
inconsistencies could be attributed either to faulty plate manufacture or from
failure to stabilize printing. Of the four remaining (referred to in alphabetical
order, A-D), one plate (A) was evidently underexposed, but was included in the
findings because the results obtained from it were generally consistent with
and supportive of the data collected from plates B-D. Figure 4 shows the
characteristic curve for each plate obtained by plotting average printed
densities against the negative densities of matrix row 3. A complete table of
average printed densities for each plate is found in Appendix D.
Each plate exhibits similar tone reproduction characteristics, producing flat
highlights, higher contrast midtones, and extremely high contrast shadow areas.
Plate A, which has the lowest solid ink density (.90), has somewhat lower
contrast*
throughout its scale. This can be attributed partly to the fact that the
plate was underexposed; presumably this could, as is the case with most
photosensitive materials, lower the overall contrast. An additional factor which
could account for, or at least help contribute toward lowering its contrast,
might be plate manufacture. A previous study (Ming-Hwa Wang) correlated
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Figure 4. Characteristic curves for plates A-D plotting average printed
densities against negative densities, matrix row 3.
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baking time and coating thickness to printing contrast, concluding that shorter
baking times and thinner coatings resulted in lower contrast. Plates A and D
both received the shorter baking times (30 minutes as opposed to 40 minutes),
and their primary coating had lower viscosity readings, which would result in a
thinner coating application.
D/ Log E Ratio
Facsimile tone reproduction would be represented by a characteristic curve with
a slope of 1 a
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line reflecting a linear relationship between print density
and input density. In reality the tonal range of an original subject versus a
photographic negative material, or a negative material versus the effective
sensitivity range (scale index) of a lithographic plate coating is rarely equivalent,
and it is usually necessary to modify the luminance range of the subject, or the
log E range of the negative to accommodate this discrepancy. The tonal range
of an original subject whether the original image be thought of as a
photographic scene, an existing print, transparency, or negative is usually
compressed to match the capabilities of the reproduction process. Ignoring
tonal adjustments made to achieve the most accurate visual representation of
the original image, facsimile reproduction represents a uniform, linear ratio
between log exposure and printed density. The actual slope of the ideal
characteristic curve will be determined by the log exposure range of the
negative versus the printed density range.
In this investigation the
'original'
is the equal-interval continuous tone
gray scale. It is presumed, in other words, that any compression of the subject
luminance range has already been carried out in accordance with the
requirements of the association product sensitivity range.
By way of illustration, this reasoning can be applied to one of the test
plates, noting that the demonstrated scale index of plate B is 1.00, or the
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density difference from highlight to shadow on the negative (1.46-.46). The
printed density range obtained from this plate is 1.18, or the printed density
difference from highlight to shadow (note that this plate is overexposed by one
step). Ideal reproduction for this plate, then, is represented by a characteristic
curve with a straight-line slope of 1.18 that is to say, for each log exposure
increment, a printed density difference 1.18 times that value would be expected
(Figure 5).
-t Printed Densities
T 1 1 T
Negative Densities
Figure 5. Ideal reproduction plate B.
This provides a value representative of ideal reproduction with which to
compare the actual printed densities for each corresponding log E increment.
Appendix D, Table D.2, matrix row 1 (page 74) can be used to illustrate this. The
log E increment for this row is .078. Negative densities .46 and .54 have
corresponding printed densities of 1.42 and 1.33, representing a printed density
difference (AD) of .09. Recalling that ideal tone reproduction for this plate is
represented by a AD/Alog E ratio of 1.18, it is apparent that this portion of
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the print is less than the ideal reproduction value (1.15 versus 1.18). This
information is used to derive a numeric indication of local print contrast or
gradient. Figures 6-9 show the results of this method of analysis for the first
matrix row of each plate. The horizontal line dissecting each graph represents
ideal reproduction in terms of AD/Alog E ratio. The data used to construct
these graphs is found in Appendix D.
Figures 6-9 present a clear representation of tone reproduction in terms
of AD/Alog E ratio. Each plate exhibits low highlight contrast, with increasing
AD/Alog E ratios throughout the middle tones and shadow areas. Shadow
contrast decreases over the final few steps as maximum ink receptivity is
reached and AD decreases. Although plate A follows these general tendencies,
its overall AD/Alog E ratios are clearly lower and have shifted down the scale
toward the highlights. Plate D, which, it will be recalled, was manufactured
similarly to plate A, also shows overall lower ratios, although this is not readily
apparent upon examining the characteristic curves of the plates (Figure 4).
Ignoring the lower contrast of plate A, its profile closely resembles plate D. By
comparison to plates B and C, both plate A and plate D have higher middle tone
ratios extending further down the negative scale into the highlight areas. Plates
B and C, on the other hand, increase in contrast through a more linear series of
steps beginning at approximately equal points on the negative scale, and their
overall middle tone ratios are lower. This clear two-fold grouping of plate
response further supports the initial speculation that plate A was underexposed,
and that this, along with manufacturing parameters, has driven down its overall
contrast.
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Figure 6. AD/Alog E ratios for plate A, matrix row 1.
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Figure 7. AD/Alog E ratios for plate B, matrix row 1.
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Figure 8. AD/Alog E ratios for plate C, matrix row 1.
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.2 .1
Figure 9. AD/Alog E ratios for plate D, matrix row 1.
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Tone Correction
The graphical method, attributed to Lloyd Jones, of cascading a
sequence of factors implies the successive multiplication of a set
of numbers. This method is possible because of a logarithmic set
of axes, uniformly scaled throughout the set of plots.
In fact, what are being multiplied are slopes, i.e., gradients.
... if a subject is exposed on a negative material at a point
where the slope is .8 and if this negative in turn is printed on a
material having a slope of 2.0, the net or reproduction slope is
0.8 x 2.0 = 1.6. .. . The rule permits not only the computation of
the reproduction slope when the input slopes are known, but it
also enables us to work backwards. . . . For example, if a
reproduction slope [gr] of 1.0 is desired, and if the negative slope
tan) ^ 0.7, we substitute in the rule (considering only the
negative and the printing material [gp] as important factors:)
9r 9n * 9p
1.0 = 0.7 x gp
and gp 1.4
... to obtain a straight-line reproduction with a slope of 1.00,
the slopes of the negative and positive, materials are reciprocally
related, i.e., gn
= 1/gp, and conversely.
rv m
Figure 10. Representative Jones diagram showing inverse relationship
between Quadrants I and IV.
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The fact that the gradients of the print and the negative are reciprocally
related is visually represented in the Jones diagram (Figure 10) by the
mirror-image required camera curve in quadrant IV. The reason the gradients








The constant a is the slope of the line, a geometrical representation of the
ratio of vertical rise per unit over horizontal progress. As noted above, the
method is made possible by the common logarithmic units along each axis of
the diagram. Gradient is a valid expression of the slope-product rule (gr[ll] =
gp[l] x gn[IV], where I, II, and IV correspond to quadrants in the graph)
because, in the context of the linear functions which are plotted in each
quadrant, it is a description of equivalent measure (AD or AlogE) for each axis.
The gradient of the curve in quadrant I (gp), then, is a description of points
along the y_ axis of the ideal reproduction (quadrant II); given that description,
the gradient of the required camera curve (quadrant IV) represents the points
along the x axis of quadrant II required to produce the ideal reproduction
gradient. The horizontal progress along the x axis, in other words, must
reciprocate the vertical rise along the y axis. In this sense, the gradients of the
original characteristic curve and the required camera curve combine to
counteract one another in the similar manner in which two sine waves
180
out of phase combine to cancel their original wave forms through destructive
interference.
These insights into the Jones technique can be applied to the data
collected from the test plates in order to mathematically reconstruct a required
camera curve. The matrix can be further used to extract printed densities
corresponding to the reconstructed required
camera curve to test the effects of
tone correction.
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- Xi). The variables Y2 and
Y* are
equivalent to points along the y. axis, or printed density values; they can be
synonymously expressed asAD. The variables X2 and X-| are, conversely, points
along the x axis, or negative density values synonymously expressed as
Alog E. The expression AD/Alog E is a valid expression of gradient for
quadrants I and II. Quadrant IV the required camera curve is the ratio
between the original log E increments of the negative versus the increments of
the tone corrected negative.
Returning to plate B, we recall that ideal reproduction was represented by
a straight line with a gradient of 1.18. This value can now be substituted in the
slope-product expression for the variable gr(ll):
1.18 = gn(IV) x gp(l).
Matrix row 1 contains equal log E increments of .078. The variable Gp(l) was











Y-] are two consecutive printed density values.
Substituting printed densities for steps 2 and 3, a value of 2.69 is derived for
gp(l) (1.33-1.12/.078). Therefore
1.18 = gn(IV) x 2.69,
so that gn(IV)
= 1.18/2.69, or .439. This value is the tone correction factor. Since
the x axis of quadrant I contains equal-interval log E increments, the tone
correction factor of .439 can be applied to the log E increment for this matrix
row to derive a corrected log E of .034 (.078 x .439). This changes the original
negative density increment from .54-.62 to .54-.57. We can return to the
negative matrix densities to continue constructing the required camera curve,
using the printed AD/Alog E ratio in each instance to derive a new log E
increment.
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Table 2. Tone correction calculations for plate B.
Original Neg. (factor) Corrected
Densities
9r('l) - 9p(D = 9n('V) >t log E (I) Densities
46-54 (1) 1.18 1.150 1.026 .078 = .080 .46-54
.54-62 (1) 1.18 2.690 .439 .078 = .034 .54-57
(2) 1.18 2.970 .397 .101 = .040 .58-62
.62-70 (1) 1.18 2.690 .439 .078 = .034 .62-65
(2) 1.18 2.270 .520 .101 = .053 .68-73
(3) 1.18 1.730 .683 .151 = .103 .75-85
(1) 1.18 .902 1.310 .078 = .102 .86-96
(2) 1.18 .640 1.840 .101 = .186 .98-1.17
1.16-1.24*
(1) 1.18 .260 4.538 .078 = .354 1.16-1.51
*
=
required negative value not available.
Tables 2 and 3 present the tone correction calculations for plates B and D.
Plate A has been omitted by reason of its underexposure, and plate C by reason
of its redundancy with plate B. The original calculations for gp(l) and gr(ll) are
found in Appendix D. The numbers appearing in parentheses under the original
negative density column indicate the matrix row used for each increment.
























































* = required negative value not available.
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Plate response to the tone corrected negative scale can be checked by
recording correponding printed density values. This data, along with AD for
each step is presented in Table 4.
Since the objective of tone correction in this instance is to transfer
non-linear plate response to the negative, the printed densities in Table 4
should ideally be equal-interval. Although Table 4 shows that they clearly are
not, plate response has significantly improved. The last column for each plate in
Table 4 is the ratio between ideal equal-interval AD (.12) and the actual printed
density difference. These values can be compared to the original AD/Alog E
ratios (Figures 6-9) to gauge the degree of success in altering plate response
through exposure modification.
Table 4. Printed densities for tone corrected scales showing percentage of




Neg. Prt. AD Prt. AD vs. Ideal
.45 1.42 .46 1.21
.54 1.33 .09 .75 .60 1.12 .09 .75
.58 1.22 .11 .92 .70 .98 .14 1.17
.62 1.12 .10 .83 .75 .90 .08 .67
.68 .92 .20 1.67 .83 .74 .16 1.33
.75 .78 .14 1.17 .98 .52 .22 1.83
.86 .52 .26 2.17 1.05 .42 .10 .83
.98 .42 .10 .83
1.18 .24 .18 1.50
1.16 .33 .09 .75 1.45 .14 .10 .83
1.52 .22 .11 .92
As shown in Table 4, plate B demonstrates only two areas (.62-.68 and
.75-.86) of gross deviation from the ideal AD value. Although other areas are
below the ideal AD increment, the intervals are nevertheless consistent and
deviate by only .02-.03 printed density values; these deviations are within the
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standard deviations of average print densities. Although the two areas of
persistent deviation occur in the area of highest plate contrast (see Figure 7),
this is not sufficient explanation for the deviation because an intervening log
exposure increment (.68-75) has been reduced to 1.17 percent of ideal
reproduction. For an explanation of this apparent discrepancy we return to the
model.
As shown in Table 2, the corrected log E increments for both of these
areas of deviations were calculated with missing data. Row 4 has yielded a tone
corrected log E increment of .62-.65; since no corresponding negative density
value could be located in the test matrix, this increment has been expanded to
.62-.68, an increase equivalent to the corrected log E shift (column 4). This
represents a loss of an entire step in the corrected negative scale, which has
significantly increased print contrast in this area. The same reasoning can be
applied to the second area of deviation, where the indicated log E increments
.68-.73 and .75-85 have been expanded to .68-.75 and .75-.86 respectively.
These omissions have apparently compounded one another, resulting in the
high contrast indicated in Table 4 for these areas.
Plate D also shows significant improvement in tone reproduction, but the
results are less consistent than plate D. Although the high contrast between
negative densities 1.05 and 1.18 could also be accounted for by the necessary
expansion of log exposure increment in the negative scale, the area from
negative densities .83 and .98 cannot, for here the negative densities are
overlapping. This, in conjunction with the overall fluctuation in printed response
leads to another explanation which can be attributed to the model rather than
to plate response.
When the areas of the test matrix used to extract original transmission
density values for plates B and D are compared, it is apparent that larger log E
increments have been used for the latter. This points out a design flaw in the
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model when considering that larger log E increments will tend yield an average
plate response over a given area. Thus, had AD/Alog E graphs been
constructed for all the matrix rows, decreased ratio values would have been
apparent in areas where log E increments overlap disparately lower contrast
areas of the plate. Plate D (Figure 9) exhibits sporadic localized print contrast,
and this would aggravate the situation just described. Thus, although plate B
has demonstrated higher overall print contrast, its response to the tone
correction calculations is more regular, and data from matrix rows with lower
log E increments has been used which by nature would yield a truer
representation of plate response. It must be conceded, then, that matrix rows
containing relatively higher log E increments, while useful for providing a
greater range of printed density values, cannot be expected to yield entirely
accurate results in the model of tone correction. The accuracy will be
influenced by the relative degree of log E increment in relation to localized
fluctuations in print contrast as witnessed by the results for plate D.
Summary
The hypotheses, which shaped the design of the experiment and which the test
data specifically address, can now be assessed.
The first hypothesis states that the photosensitive association product
coating is capable of reproducing all input density gradations falling within its
printing range i.e., facsimile tone reproduction. Figure 4, plotting printed
densities against a continuous tone gray scale clearly shows this is not the
case. If the plate had exhibited ideal tone reproduction, the characteristic curves
would have been straight lines, with gradients dependent upon overall printed
density range versus overall negative density range. However, the
photosensitive coating reproduced low contrast in the highlight areas, higher
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contrast in the middle tones, and reached its highest printed contrast in the
shadow areas. These deviations from ideal reproduction force us to reject the
first hypothesis.
Hypothesis two stated that the printing contrast of the photosensitive
association product coating can be selectively modified by controlling the
amounts of exposure within the range necessary for effecting minimum and
maximum printed densities. Having rejected the first hypothesis and concluded
that the plate responds in a non-linear fashion to exposure in terms of printed
density values, it must now be determined whether the coating response can
be favorably compensated by modulating exposure. The amounts of exposure
within that range necessary for effecting minimum and maximum print densities
equates to the response range of the plate, which was determined to be
between .75 and 1.10. Negative range has been maintained as a constant, and
varying numbers of uniformly incremented density steps have been used to
modify plate exposure. The required log E shifts for producing tone-corrected
negative scales and thereby transferring non-linear plate response to input
density gradation have been mathematically calculated.
Table 4, which presents printed densities corresponding to the corrected
negative scales and compares AD to ideal printed density differences, justifies
acceptance of the second hypothesis. All areas of the plates which initially
demonstrated non-linear print response have clearly been brought closer to
ideal reproduction.
The third and final hypothesis states that ideal reproduction can be
achieved through pre-determined, selective modification of exposure. Table 4
has registered persistent areas of non-linear plate response to tone corrected
negatives, but the hypothesis cannot be rejected by force of these findings
alone, for it has been shown that the model itself could account for these
shortcomings. Conversely, even if Table 4 had registered linear AD increments.
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neither could the hypothesis have been accepted, for it specifically states that
the plate coating is capable of producing aM input gradations falling within is
response range. Linear plate response, in other words, does not in and of itself
signify ideal reproduction. It must be remembered that the short scale index of
the plate causes the luminance range of most original copy to be severely
compressed, and given such a short index, any further modification to the
contrast of the original will have an exaggerated effect. Returning to Tables 2
and 3, it can be seen that a number of the input gradations have been
eliminated to compensate for the high print contrast in the highlight areas.
Whereas equal-interval print density steps might have been achieved, it would
have been done so only at the expense of the original tonal gradations in the
highlight area. The third hypothesis must, therefore, be rejected.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VII
1Hol1is N. Todd and Richard D. Zakia, Photographic Sensitometry (Dobbs
Ferry, New York: Morgan & Morgan, Inc., 1969), pp. 5-15, passim.
2lbid., pp. 279-80.
3M. Richardson, College Algebra, 3d ed. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,




As is often the case with any controlled experiment in lithography, this
investigation has been fraught with variability. Ideally, a continuous tone
process could present a simpler, more straightforward solution to graphic
reproduction; in the present case, however, the obstacles and idiosyncracies of
the halftone process have been substituted with variables of an entirely unique
order. While it would be unfair to discount the process by reason of these
variables, the problems arising from this which confront even an investigation
of modest scope are formidable.
Although the manufacturing techniques and procedures were carefully
optimized and monitored throughout the experiment, this area is without doubt
the source of much test variability. In testing the printing response of the
plates, for instance, we must assume not only that each plate has received a
uniform application of prime and main coatings, but has been equally and
uniformly sensitized through manual application techniques. An uneven
distribution of sensitizer would yield different plate response, and could be the
best explanation for the contrast discrepancies which occur between Plates B
and C at densities .62-.54. Although these profiles are very similar in all other
respects, the contrast for C at this point is significantly and inexplicably lower.
An equally serious area of test variability was
printing. As sensitive as the
plates were to small variations in ink and water balance, a small duplicator
proved not to be the ideal instrument. The varying run-in times for the plates,
and the failure to reach stabilized printing conditions on a number of plates
bear this out.
A coated stock would probably have improved the printing range of the
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plate and therefore have made the camera work more reasonable. Given the
short printing range and the extreme variations in contrast, it was necessary to
severely push and extend the film used for constructing the matrix. The narrow
response range also made tone correction more problematic in the highlight
areas of the plate.
Little attempt was made to monitor or adjust ink viscosity, which might
have improved the contrast in the highlight contrast of the plate. It should be
restated that, unlike the halftone process where a uniform ink film thickness is
transferred to ink receptive areas of varying size, a continuous tone process
relies on the ability to transfer variable ink film thicknesses to achieve tonal
gradation. In highlight printing areas this requires splitting extremely narrow
thicknesses of ink between the plate and the blanket, which will undoubtedly be
affected by ink viscosity. In light of a previous study (C. Martin), which found a
linear correlation between exposure and hydrophilicity of the association
product coating, this investigator is inclined to believe that the breakdown of
tone reproduction in the highlight areas of the plate can be partially attributed
to the mechanics of ink transfer rather than a failure of the coating to respond
in a chemically consistent manner. While this does not take into account the
high contrast shadow areas of the plate, the situation there is mollified by the
fact that the deficiency can be overcome without eliminating original tonal
values.
An anticipated degree of manufacturing and printing variability based upon
the experiences of earlier researchers greatly influenced the choice of
methodology. It is the opinion of this researcher that a traditional Jones-type
approach to the problem would have proven difficult to carry out. The
methodology was in effect, however, an
emulation of a Jones tone reproduction
study executed in a single press run. The
shortcomings of the model have been
acknowledged in the preceding chapter.
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There are, of course, any number of other variables related to manufacture
and printing which might have improved overall plate performance. The plate
composition which was chosen represents the most basic formulation; other
patents dicuss additional additives designed to improve range, contrast, or
other aspects of plate performance. However, as stated earlier, this experiment
was not concerned with altering the physical and chemical properties of the
plate so much as it was with achieving tone correction through exposure
modulation. For this purpose, modification of these variables beyond that which
was necessary for establishing a reasonable basis from which to work was
omitted.
It is possible that the desire to forestall the short run lengths and
variability of the collotype process have undercut its success by eliminating two
of its crucial characteristics e.g., direct ink transfer from plate to substrate,
and a plate coating permeable to moisture. The actual chemical mechanisms of
the association product plate may not be sufficient to overcome the physical
barriers of ink emulsification and transfer.
There remain three avenues of exploration for improving plate
performance further fine-tuning of the coating composition, further utilization
of photographic techniques for preparing negatives, and further examination of
printing variables. The first area is beyond the scope and limitations
of most
graduate researchers. The second would most likely require the use of
photographic masking techniques, for the wide range of negative contrast which
is required to offset non-linear plate response is beyond the contrast index of
most photographic negative materials. Even if a single film negative with the
required contrast gradients could be generated, we are still confronted with the
elimination of highlight gradations in our original. The third avenue is most
promising, and any number of studies could be
carried out in the areas of ink
viscosity and transfer. It would be highly interesting to study the plate response
in a non-lithographic environment i.e., one which makes use of direct ink
transfer.
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We are left, finally, with a highly intriguing alternative to the
gyrations of
halftone lithography and the vagaries of collotype; a process that is chemically
successful, but physically problematic within the confines of offset
printing. It is
hoped that future investigations will help overcome these obstacles and
contribute to its success and utilization.
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Table A.1. Coating composition and manufacturing parameters.










3.0 gr. (1%) 15 min.
1.5 gr. (1%) 15 min.
5.5 gr. (1%) 15 min.
































































Table B.I. Exposure and development of matrix scales.









Technidol LC 10 at
20
C .078









HC110, dil. B 5 at
20
C .296
HC110, dil. B 7.5 at
20
C 413
Kodak Technical Pan Film 2415 (Contrast Index: .56-2.4).




The following short glossary is intended to clarify confusion arising from the
use of a term in a specific, or technical sense, and its use in a general, or
descriptive sense. The definitions are taken from Hollis N. Todd and Richard D.
Zakia, Photographic Sensitometrv (Dobbs Ferry: Morgan and Morgan, Inc.), 1969.
Contrast: Subject contrast refers to the logarithm of the ratio of the subject
luminances usually the log of the ratio of highlight-to-shadow luminance (p.
295). Negative material contrast refers to the maximum gamma, or maximum
contrast index (see below) to which the material can be developed. Lithographic
film is referred to as high contrast because it can usually be developed to a
gamma of 4 (p. 295). Total negative contrast is the density difference from
extreme highlight to shadow. Relatively large or small density differences within
areas of the negative are often referred to as local contrast. These same
statements hold true for total print contrast (295-96). Note: in this study we
usually use the term contrast in the sense of local contrast when describing the
tone reproduction characteristics of the plate coating.
Contrast Index: Contrast index was developed to describe negative materials
which could not be conveniently described with gamma alone. It is the average
slope of a straight line drawn between two pre-defined points on the D log E




Gamma: Gamma is the slope of the straight line portion of the D log E curve.
Gamma is only one of the factors affecting total negative contrast. The toe and
shoulder of the D log E curve cannot be described in terms of gamma
(pp. 69-71).
Gradient: Gradient is the slope of a straight line. A perfect facsimile reproduction
would have a characteristic curve with a gradient of one. Gradient will be
determined by the ratio between subject luminance range and actual print
density range (p. 11). Note: The term gradient in the context of the Jone diagram
(slope-product rule) actually refers to the characteristic curve of the print or
negative material; the only exception to this would be the gradient of the ideal
reproduction in Quadrant II.




AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.1. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate A.





























































&> / ALog E Ratios
Table D.I. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate A (continued).

















































tD I ALog E Ratios
Table D.I. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate A (continued).





1.26 .22 .37 .90
1.68 .14 .08 .19
ALog E := .413
Scale Index = .92 / Total Print Ad = .74
ideal AD/ALog E Ratio = .804
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APPENDIX D
Ad /ALog E Ratios
Table D.2. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate B.


































































AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.2. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate B (continued).






















ALog E = .151
Row 4
.41 1.40
.61 1.20 .20 .97
.83 .62 .58 2.80
1.04 .38 .24 1.16
1.33 32. .06 .29
1.44 .25 .07 .20
1.65 .34
ALog E = .206
Row 5
.30 1.45
.60 1.18 .27 .91
.90 .50 .68 2.29
1.20 .30 .20 .68
1.48 .24 .06 .20
1.78
ALog E = .296
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APPENDIX D
AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.2. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate B (continued).







1.68 .24 .06 .15
ALog E = .413
Scale Index = 1.00 / Total Print Ad = 1.18
Ideal AD/ALog E Ratio = 1.18
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APPENDIX D
AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.3. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate C.





































































AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.3. Average printed densities and AD/Alog E ratios for plate C (continued).



























1.04 .32 .27 1.31
1.33 23 09 .44
144 17 06 .29
1.65 13 04 .14














ALog E = .296
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APPENDIX D
AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.3. Average printed densities and D/ Log E ratios for plate C
(continued).
Negative Density Print Density Ad ALog E Ratio
Row 6
.44 1.38
.82 .60 .78 1.90
1.26 .22 .38 .92
1.68 .13 .09 .22
ALog E = .413
Scale Index = 1.10 / Total Print Ad = 1.21
Ideal AD/ALog E Ratio = 1.10
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APPENDIX D
AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.4. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate D.








































































AD / ALog E Ratios










ALog E = .151











































AD / ALog E Ratios
Table D.4. Average printed densities and AD/ALog E ratios for plate D (continued).
Negative Density Print Density AD ALog E Ratio
Row 6
.44 1.21
.82 .76 .45 1.09
1.26 .23 .53 1.28
1.68 .13 .10 .24
ALog E = .413
Scale Index = 1.00 / Total Print Ad = 1.07
Ideal AD/ALog E Ratio = 1.07
